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 Senate Inquiry into Australia's relationship with China

Dear Friends;

Background
In order to understand the relationship of China with Australia, we must understand that the spiral of

planetary evolution is a hierarchical process, firstly guided by an Inner Government of knowledge founded
on the Cosmic Hierarchy under God and orchestrated through the spirit that resides in the human heart.  It is
then fusion of consciousness and heart that contributes alone to evolution of the spirit, firstly for an
individual then a group, town, state, national identity, regional grouping and then the planet as one whole, all
individuals are interconnected; co-operation with the Hierarchy is the only path to Freedom. First realise
that within the process of evolution one can consider only the ascent of consciousness founded upon freedom
of opportunities.That is why the investigation of the path to Freedom is of extreme seriousness as it can
adversley affect many billions of human lives and living beings for a long time. The effects take many forms
though they are characterised broadly as health anomalies throughout all parts of the system.

The purpose for all human beings on the earth is the development of the spirit, this enables a sense of a
persons own individuality and self worth, necessary steps in strengthening one's own existence. Therefore the
purpose of all organisations especially governments  is the development of consciousness and the unification
of spirit firstly with the Hierarchy. You therefore would understand that it is the spirit of various individuals
that has stabilised the spirit of various lands in order that developments proceed. 

Various laws most notably the laws of electromagnetism enable the alignment with Cosmic direction, that
was my role in Tibet and previously China and India until the middle of the last century. From that time
which coincided with the Second World War all Hierarchical members moved from their previous posts and
locations to ensure Global and Universal coverage, necessary for stability. These steps were taken to
coincide with advancing dates that will herald a New Creation and the subsequent realignment of the
spiritual axis of the planet, my role is central though the effort involves all people. This also means a
reorganisation of the Governing Structure of the Earth. 

China
The rise of China is founded on the strength of spirit forged over many thousands of years and notably the

Confusion ideal of an orderly system of Government this was based on the Chinese knowledge of the
elements that interact within the magnetic flux between the Cosmic Realms and the earth, all life is
interconnected into this magnetic process and consequently all events, actions and desires issue from either
resistance or harmony within this system.  The laws within this system are aligned to the Higher will and 
directed solely toward the growth of all the interconnected parts. Therefore it is necessary to investigate the
system and organisations of people,  individual or national to determine the degree of alignment toward co-
operation or resistance, this can only be investigated once a person comprehends the overarching direction.
Due to the processes of learning, resistance reduces as consciousness increases, as consciousness decreases
resistance increases. It necessary to assess and to certify the consciousness of all leaders as well as the
quality of their psychic energy. Further  highly developed consciousnesses at some time have  decided to



negate the laws of the spirit, they then find willing followers by elevating the primary ignorant desires of
people by reward, desires such as conquering the natural system or creating the desire for wealth and
comfort. It is these people who instutionalise systems that are contrary to the best interests of the totality of life.
This process proceeds until an imbalance is created by wrongly informed and directed thought, then methods
of science are required to differentiate the individual parts of the system. You would then understand that
man has developed the ability to fool himself, the beginnings of hypocrisy started slowly, though from small
acorns big oaks grow. In many cases the psychology of nations, peoples and planets have been effected by
constructed delusions, the underlying energy that motivates the human spirit either positively or negatively
and effects the human body and those around is psychic in origin and is directed by human thought, it is has
also the capacity to destroy all living systems. This requires urgent investigation.

Australia 
Australia's position in the region is pivotal to the process of realignment as it is from here that the tensions

of growth will be managed in the short term. The role of this continent as an anchor was established by the
long habitation and culture of the indigenous people, and their protection of the natural resources for a
particular point in time, their art speaks to the developments under way. 

Australia is an English speaking land, the torch of Truth was passed from the Middle East to the English
speaking peoples, one specific reason relates to the origins of these peoples and the similarity in the
underpinning of their spirituality, which has great similarities to the Chinese. The origins of the English
speaking peoples is through Egypt, it was through Egypt that the great scientists of the world have evolved.

The Solar teachings of Egypt were sent out of Egypt to Tibet were they were protected, this formed the
foundation of the Hierarchical system. When the Tibetan religious system finally misapplied these teachings
the process of moving began and was part of a larger process, the central teacher moved to China, later died
and then incarnated in Australia, this person was earlier known as John the Baptist and later the 9th Panchen
Lama sometimes known as 'The Tibetan'. This was followed by the incarnation in Australia of important
Chinese lineage figures, such as emperors and philosophers, this step has enabled the teachings to be spread
and to be scrutinised to ensure the foundation for future growth be established in various locations around
the world. Many past leaders also incarnated to assist in the realignment that is under way. The significant
position that links Australia and China is contained in the design of the two Nations flags, Australia and
China, which are each regional hubs and are positioned in an electromagnetic sequence of dynamic events
that will lead to significant world events this will require that a review of all structures and systems take
place, this you would know from my communications since 1994 is already under way, to some degree.

Summary
The spirit of all countries is bound together by a common purpose and directed by cosmic laws toward that

purpose. The laws are directed by actions and dates, the aim is to unify the spirit within the physical body or
the material world for the next stages of human and planetary evolution. To insure this step an orderly
system of Government or Commonwealth is required to establish the initial phases of growth toward the
Hierarchical Laws. Thus a precondition is the acknowledgement of Hierarchy. The present movements of
people through immigration and non-immigration policies is the result of the nations not adopting the Law of
Hierarchy. Conflicts result from either coercion or an attempt to hold onto an imagined destiny that has been
forged over millennia, therefore outworn processes and systems as well as imagined destinies will be the
nature of the battle that takes many forms, this has been the way it is, the future therefore holds Greatness of
courage as its touchstone.

 
Some Recommendations
(a) Economic
 The economic growth of China is founded on its position as a link in a global continuum of planetary

evolution. Though this interaction needs a degree of management as China's latent desire is to consume the
region, it is being led in that direction to draw it away from the Himalayan Region. For this reason Australia
will be required to build its links as a Regional hub within The Oceanic Federation. It is important to note



that the configuration of these Regional Groupings is psychically linked to the Earth as a living entity and
the lands which are receptacles of consciousness, this energy was placed by directed thought over millions of
years, it is through these processes that the planetary mind was established. This then enables the attraction
of cosmic intelligence necessary for  the ordered growth of this system and its people.

Therefore the focus of trade should be quality and not quantity. This can be achieved by providing services
that advance the lives of people in both regions, these services would not necessarily be consumer goods  as
these goods are specific to the needs of the people in a particular location. By focusing on mass spread of
consumer goods we lessen the focus necessary for a spread of varied developments around the world,
relative to the level of consciousness of the people of that location. Uniformity stifles creativity, it is tension
that enables a seed to germinate, this goes for nature as well as ideas. Australia needs to investigate the seeds
of future growth for the benefit of the Chinese people, a secondary factor will be a collaboration in a regional
security role which is focused on the elevation of the inhabitants of the surrounding regions named the
Himalayan Federation and The White Elephant Federation aimed at regional engagement and structural
alteration or education aligned to human purpose.

(b)Political
The political relationship will be formulated in response to the growth of this system toward the purpose of

all life on this earth and bound by the Laws of The Hierarchy. Therefore the primary collaboration will be
based on Education, Medical Advancements, Scientific investigations, humanitarian endeavors and then
secondarily the provision of natural resources by exchange. The aim of all political interactions throughout
the world is the removal of all technologies harmful to a harmonious existence, harmony in this respect
relates to Hierarchical co-operation and the dignity of all beings, no matter the level of consciousness.

It also important that you recognise the erroneous assumption that trade will provide the conditions for
peace, culture alone will create the conditions for advancement, it is delusion to think that trade can even
temporalily insure a secure existence.

The enforcement of democracy is not an agenda item that should be considered, this system of organisation
through Universal Adult Suffrage is a developmental phase that is part and parcel of evolution. It is
envisaged that the use of democratic principles to elect Regional Governments will educate on its benefits as
a method of Government that assists human evolution. The most urgent problem is checking the growth of
regional Governments that attract members through creating the desire to join an economic growth club, the
benefits are primarily aimed at  evolution through cultural growth, imbalance will cause conflict. Further it is
important that leaders understand that they are in positions wherein many events swirl around them without
understanding the overall direction. Further, making statements from a platform is not the process that events
proceed. Using Intelligence gathering and public relations campaigns as a means of placing a leader in the
forefront or as a pivotal figure motivating world developments is not leadership.

(c)Responses
China is the regional hub, which includes both Korea and Japan as well as Taiwan. It's past practice of

coercion needs to be balanced by building on the cultural links, which already exist. China's link with Tibet
in the past was mutually conditional,  the past understanding of this by many powers was misinterpreted by
their perception of what the relationship meant in terms of their interests, the Empire view of the world, or in
some cases the Moral Guardian model gone wrong. Inherent in the process of education you may find that if
you first do not understand or you choose not to understand the problem grows, or the knock gets louder.

Maitreya 22.3.2005
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